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EnduraHogs are the next generation                                    workhorse 
hog, known for decades as the most reliable and durable machine for 
precise sizing of materials. Available in various sizes and 

configurations, customers also benefit from re-engineered 
housings that feature ultra-large access doors and 
other service-focused design enhancements for the 
easiest, safest and fastest maintenance. 
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Hammer Design 

Flextooth® hammers’ patented 

cantilevered-movement design 

flexes hammers out of the crush 

zone to permit passage of uncrushables while ensuring optimal 

sizing. Our most innovative and increasingly popular Duratip® 

high-alloy hammers offer customers a replaceable tip design 

that maximizes crushing action and enables quick change-out 

during maintenance periods. Duratip® products are part of our 

broader Duralife® line of premium, wear-resistant OEM parts, all 

designed to complement our Brute Armor™ premium screen grates and break bars. Nobody offers a 

broader portfolio of long-wear, high-performance OEM crushing parts. 

EnduraHog Flextooth® machines combine the 

low fines generation of roll crushers with the 

high-capacity capabilities of impact crushers. 

Other benefits include...  

EZ-Access Technology 

EnduraHog Flextooth® builds off Jeffrey Rader’s exclusive EZ-

Access™ technology with new housing upgrades and ultra-large 

doors that offer the safest, fastest, and easiest access to 

hammers, rotor, and liners. Service technicians can quickly 

perform routine maintenance with minimal downtime and lower 

risk of injury. No other machines on the market offer customers the 

Flextooth’s mix of performance, ease of use and low cost of ownership. 
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Flextooth® Dimensions & Weights 
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Slant-Flow® Screen Grates 

Slant-Flow® screen grates, unique to our EnduraHogs, are angled into the flow of material 

being crushed. This patented design enables higher capacity, provides more 

sheering action and allows the material to evacuate faster. In addition, customers 

gain additional efficiency and cost-effectiveness due to less clogging and 

diminished fines, with less chance for overall operational failure.  

 

New Brute Armor™ screen grates now available! 

For operations demanding maximum up time and superior tramp-

metal resistance, we’re proud to introduce Brute Armor™ premium 

screen grate materials with wear-resistant steel, the strongest and most 

durable product you can buy.  

Heavy-Duty Rotor Design 

Our disc-type rotor is assembled on a high-strength, alloy-steel shaft and is 

mounted in self-aligning spherical roller bearings in rugged steel housings. 

Rotor discs allow maximum flexibility of hammer arrangements. Jeffrey 

Rader rotors can be set up with 3, 4, or 6 rows of hammers for premium 

efficiency when crushing to a smaller product size. 


